Parts of a muzzleloader diagram

Instructions to assemble and disassemble the Siler Lock. In the early days of our country, our
state lines were ever changing with growth. Our current map of Kentucky is not what it was in
Every geographical region had traits or characteristics specific to that region that the
manufacturer would incorporate into the firearm. Written by Joe Kindig, Jr. This work was
initially written as a pictorial of known original pieces. A gunmaker of these fine rifles needs the
views which are normally not presented in the Kindig book. Belly views, top, wrist and buttstock
enlargements as well as close-ups of forestock details are vital to show mountings,
relationships and visual dimensions necessary for re-creating these weapons. I highly
recommend them to anyone interested in the gun history of our nation. And yes, I will offer them
through our company as long as they are available. If you purchase no other books, purchase
these. Always cut inside any drawn line on the wood. When inletting a breech plug, file an
inletting draft on the sides of the plug. That is, the very top is wider than the bottom. That way,
as your part goes down into the wood, it pulls down tightly into the mortise. Apply your black to
the underside of the plug to show you where the wood is high. Use a scrap piece of barrel one
size smaller than your present channel size. Wrap tight with emery cloth and overlap the excess
in your hand above the scrap barrel. Lower gently into your barrel channel. Working very slowly
and carefully, sand the channel, testing often until you can just get your new barrel down into
the channel. Get close and scrape out any high spots. Inlet straight down and remove the bulk
of material from under the tab where it joins the thimble sleeve. Work slowly and use inletting
black. When you get close use a piece of ramrod to make sure of the fit, and keep inletting down
until the rod slides in clean. Thimble exposure is not determined by what your stock maker
provided you. It is determined by the style first. When you inlet your thimbles the inside
diameter must be flush with the bottom of the channel to aid your rod to slide cleanly into the
stock. Use 2 pins to prevent thimbles from rocking and always 2 on the entry. Pre-bend the long
belly tab slightly just before your final installation so that when you press the thimble into place,
it is slightly under pressure when pinned. This will aid to hold that tab up beneath the belly of
the lower forestock. After attaching your buttplate and rough filing to the shape of your
buttstock, determine your lower flat width by the exposure on the sides of the lower
triggerguard rail. Fit your toeplate, attach, and file the edges with the wood. When filing and
shaping metal and wood simultaneously, always file from the wood to the metal. Otherwise
shards may be transferred and damage your stock. Never pry or force lift a metal fitted part if its
surface is below the wood. Always file metal flush with the wood surface first! When choosing a
thread size, consider whether the option may exist to switch between percussion and flintlocks
of the same plate size. The latest stocks available through MBS are made to be used for a
variety of schools of rifle. To keep up the quality, on our large combination of stock style and
size, we have our stock shop process your orders when you order Expect as much as 4 to 6
weeks for delivery during the busy winter months. Heat slowly with propane or map gas torch
until flux starts to liquefy and get slightly dis-colored. Apply a small amount of solder to the part
or parts, letting the heated part melt the solder Do NOT apply the flame directly to the solder.
Allow the solder to solidify, then rinse the 'tinned' parts with water while still hot, then allow to
cool. Heat the heaviest part away from the solder joint and allow the heat to melt the solder.
Again, do NOT put the flame directly on the solder joint. If you allow the parts to cool completely
without rinsing, you will need to use a wire brush and water to scrub off the flux. This new
bedding compound is unlike the old Microbed product which is no longer available in that it can
be used for structural applications where MicroBed could not. An epoxy product draws a
healthy line between a metal part and the wood and is structurally sound for use around the
breech. For building a gun which you want to last as long as possible with good outdoor use
and stand up to normal abuse, its use is an excellent practice. It will stop the moisture sweat
which accumulates behind a metal part mounted in the wood from entering the wood, which
causes the wood to mildew and subsequently degrade. It is not for purists, since it is not
authentic. For those who want the best of both worlds, use sparingly and it will never be seen
under normal circumstances. PRO-Bed Use at the breech for strengthening, underneath
permanent and semi-permanent inlays for inlet edges which are tattered or not a good fit,
sideplates of locks and patchboxes where a large area may not be inlet level below the part, or
where an inlet has been put too deep and the surface and needs minimal raising. This product is
structural; meaning that it will stand up to shock underneath or beside the barrels breech, or in
locations under stress such as wood screws, lock or tang screws. Use it with confidence, to fix
irregular edges of inletting, and to stop moisture penetration! It is offered in a deep brown color,
mixes equally one to one and hides well. Full cure overnight with 1 hour workability. Soft
margarine consistency. Complete kit has release agent, stirring sticks, brush, thickening agent;
everything you need! Comes in two wide mouth 2 ounce tubs for easy access. This stuff is easy
to use and is very good. Acra Glass is a most underrated product. Acra Glass serves two major

purposes. It was initially designed as a repair epoxy. It has fiberglass in it. The second purpose
is the bedding of barrels. It provides such a stable solid and structural platform for your barrel
that it has been proven as an accurizing product for serious competition shooters. We offer two
types of Acra Glass. The original runny-as-water type, 2-Gun Red Label , has its own special
uses and is well known as a professional builders choice for repairing fatal breaks, severe and
minimal cracks, and adding on whole new sections in restoration projects. It is the number one
selling structural epoxy for gun builders. This first type which heats to a temperature you
cannot even stand to touch when it is setting up, is so thin it will permeate into any crack or
crevice it is exposed to. Keep that first in mind. You must gate any location you do not want it to
run into. I use bees wax to pack the threads in the back of the plug at the barrels breech. Do the
same! Also, think in terms of a part releasing out of its bed. Don't leave any bevel that would
trap your part. This is called 'inletting draft' when a bevel is filed on a parts side. The part pulls
tight as it lowers into the wood but will release just as easily. Our kits come with black and
brown dyes to mix your own color, mixing cups and instruction. AcraGlass Gel is of butter
consistency and is not runny at all. In fact, you can spread it where you want it and use it more
comfortably. I use both types for different applications. Easier to mix with 1 to 1 mixing ratio
and more time to work. Fiberglass is already in the mix. Understand that wood grain is tubular
in its structure. In the process of drying the lumber it has shrunk, but still retains this nature.
When we work on our wood projects, the grain is like it is laying on its side when you are
working it. Therefore, you are always working with a portion of a tube like a half round pipe!
This is where the bulk of your stain pigment is caught. When you leave a rougher sanded
surface more pigment is trapped and the color will be darker. Pigmented stains consist of tiny
pigment particles suspended in a liquid binder of either water or alcohol. The sanding process
removes the rougher surface and makes the stain harder to take hold. This is where the type of
stain you use comes into play. The pigment lays on the surface in open pores, scratches and
any nook or cranny it finds. For example: Apply one stain and while still damp, apply another to
its edge and watch the color change. With the same two stains repeat the process but wait and
let the first coat you put down dry completely. Note the difference in the color as you lightly
wipe the second color over the top of the dry stain. Now reverse the order you put the same two
stains down and watch again! As long as stains are the same base, they can be applied this
way. You will get mud! On most projects involving bending a part to a new shape, one must
step back and think about the part in question. Many times, we want to adjust the look of the
triggers we are installing. That is a common practice. But if you are working with that finished
set of triggers, the parts are heat treated and tempered. The technical term is annealing. A quick
way to anneal steel is to polish the part first so you can read color changes , then heat it to a
purplish color and then let it cool slowly to room temperature. Do not immerse in any liquid.
There are two types of steel; one will use oil for quenching and the other uses water. You must
know what steel you are using in order to properly cool the part in the correct medium when
heat treating. A trigger which is a raw, as-cast part is straight from the foundry and is not ready
for installation. It first must be filed for shape, fit to the assembled bar and test fit. Polish and
sand the part to the appropriate finish. Only then is it ready to be heat-treated. The following is
an attempt to explain the process of heat treating that is required for certain parts. You did it!
Basically, the process of heat treating involves two operations. Getting Ready for Hardening.
Use an acetylene torch preferably, forge if lucky, or propane torch pitifully inadequate , or MAPP
gas hotter than propane and readily available but will require using two to get enough heat on
large parts. Attach the wire to each part to provide you with a good control handle. Heat the part
uniformly to a bright red about degrees. Very quickly immerse part in the oil and twirl around for
about 30 seconds. DO NOT withdraw until the part has completely cooled. This is deep
hardening. A frizzens hardness must now be brought down to a RC at degrees; a pale yellow
color on the parts exterior. Sears, tumbler and fly must be heated to degrees, which is an RC
and will look full blue with some areas fading into gray over the parts exterior. Back file the
slots so the slots are not perfectly vertical. They will release your screwdriver easier without
fouling the top of the screw head. Then heat treat the screw heads of the lock, tang and wood
screws you finish up with. Thank you for visiting our website! Business is booming; please give
us several days to process and ship your order. Muzzleloader Builder's Supply , P. We are
pleased to serve customers in the United States. For international orders, please give us a call.
All rights Reserved. Clean rust off of parts to be soldered by lightly sanding. Apply flux to parts.
Apply a fresh coat of flux to one or both surfaces and clamp parts together. Inspect to make
sure that the solder is melted all of the way around the joint. Allow the solder to solidify and
rinse with water while it is still hot to remove the flux If you allow the parts to cool completely
without rinsing, you will need to use a wire brush and water to scrub off the flux. PRO-Bed Use
at the breech for strengthening, underneath permanent and semi-permanent inlays for inlet

edges which are tattered or not a good fit, sideplates of locks and patchboxes where a large
area may not be inlet level below the part, or where an inlet has been put too deep and the
surface and needs minimal raising. Acra Glass Acra Glass is a most underrated product. Stains
are different depending on how you apply them. Business is booming; please give us several
days to process and ship your order Muzzleloader Builder's Supply , P. With Nitride barrel,
Camo stocks, and Scope Mount. With Nitride barrel, Black stocks, and Scope Mount. It also
features an integral nipple designed for use with traditional Musket Cap primers, and the face of
the plug is funnel shaped for more reliable ignition with loose propellants. Plus, a firing pin
sized specifically for musket caps and a stronger firing pin spring provide fast and reliable
ignition of the propellant charge. For this reason, we strongly recommend using RWS musket
caps with these guns. With Blued barrel, Black stocks, Scope and Case. With Nitride barrel,
Camo stocks, Scope and Case. Still lightweight and easy to maneuver, perfect for the shooter
who just wants a quick-handling gun for brush hunting. The Accura LR-X is designed for the
hunter that wants the extra velocity that longer barrels provide, making longer range shots a bit
less difficult due to decreased drops. The Accura MR-X is designed for hunters seeking a rifle
that is both light to carry in the mountains and easy to maneuver in tight situations â€” like
thickets or tree stands â€” yet still capable of reaching on out there when necessary. Clear
see-through design that can be used as a bullet starter, powder measure, palm saver or two
compartment pre-loader. Everything you need to get started muzzleloading. Includes items
needed to shoot, load, maintain, and use your muzzleloader. Kit is compatible with any brand.
The only other thing you will need is powder and a muzzleloader! Wire cleaning brush to loosen
the toughest fouling. Flexibility to bend without breaking. Three foot length for you to custom
fit. The top five items from the Barrel Blaster System together in one kit. The perfect answer for
easy cleaning of your muzzleloader. Absolutely the easiest way to clean your muzzleloader!
Spray the foam into the barrel and leave in the barrel for a minimum of one hour, then swab
foam out of the barrel and you are done! Use to soak breech plugs and nipples, or any other
small heavily fouled parts. Cleaning patches that are pre-saturated with Barrel Blaster Solvent.
Cleaning patches that are pre-saturated with Barrel Blaster Solvent for quick easy cleaning of
your barrel at the range or at home. The final step in the Barrel Blaster cleaning process
protects the bore from corrosion. A liquid rust and corrosion preventative for protecting the
metal on your gun during storage or foul weather. Economy-sized bottle liquid black powder
solvent. Use to wet cleaning patches for swabbing the barrel or with a parts cleaning brush to
remove fouling from gun parts. Stainless steel replacement breech plugs modified for
Blackhorn Powder. Stick applicator allows you to apply the Anti-Seize directly on the threads
without getting it on your hands. No more mess while taking care of a very important step.
Flexible felt-covered wire cleaners reach hard to get to places. Anti-Seize grease to prevent
breechplug or nipple from seizing up in threads. Formulated to withstand heat created during
the ignition of powder. Prevents nipple and breech plug from seizing up. Screw head ramrod
attachment for removing lodged projectiles from barrel bore. Allows for easy capping and
removal of primers. Works on any brand of in-line muzzleloader. Two-inch cleaning patches are
a perfect fit over a CVA cleaning jag. Plush cotton swabs attach to ramrod for quick cleaning
jobs. End cap unscrews for easy, quick and safe loading. All brass construction. Holds 2.
Complete gun cleaning kit. Everything you need to properly maintain your muzzleloader. All you
need to fully clean and maintain your. Numerous pockets and compartments keep everything
organized. Allows thorough cleaning of heavily fouled places such as breech plugs, firing pins,
frame surfaces, etc. The ultimate in visibility and durability - these sights are guaranteed for life!
These only fit the Optima Pistol. Fits all CVA muzzleloaders and center-fire rifles made after
Compact and light-weight, this cleaning kit stows away in your pack or attaches to your belt.
Breech plug for Pivot-Action and Break-Actions made in and before. Replacement breech plugs
are the same reliable designs and quality that come standard with all CVA rifles. Comes with
separate attachments to fit most hollowpoints. Allows starting without bullet deformation.
Designed to loosen powder fouling that accumulates after shooting. Large brush cleans breech
area while small brush cleans breech plugs. Heavy wire mounted in a solid brass handle, works
on all blackpowder rifles. Special design starting rod eliminates bruised knuckles and pinched
fingers. The acclaimed DuraSight Universal Scope Mounts and Rings packaged with a Konus
x32 scope allowing easy mounting and greater accuracy to most brands of muzzleloading rifles.
The acclaimed DuraSight Universal Scope Mounts and Rings with a Konus x40 Ballistic Reticle
scope allowing easy mounting and greater accuracy to most brands of muzzleloading rifles.
Made of solid steel and brass. This loader will handle a magnum load plus any bullet. Package
of three. The perfect follow-up brush to wire brushes. Removes the smaller fouling particles.
Fits and newer Wolf Package includes: Ramrod for a 24" barrel Extended jag for cleaning Palm
saver. Fits and newer Accura V2. Package includes: Ramrod for a 27" barrel Extended jag for

cleaning Palm saver. Includes ramrod, palmsaver, and cleaning jag. Collapsible Ramrod for
Paramount Muzzleloaders. Paramount Collapsible Ramrod Molle Pouch. Ramrod attachment for
removing patches stuck in barrel bore. Snap on cap replaces blackpowder lid. Eliminates spills
as it allows user to visualize pouring. Traditional powder flask for the traditional hunter. Brass
measure adjustable up to grains. Convenient funnel swivels to level powder. Tight woven and
resistant to burning. Brings out the most in accuracy. Stainless steel replacement breech plugs
for and newer break-action models. Straight-through tube allows for loading powder and bullet
in one fluid motion. Package of 3. Replacement Breech Plug for 11 and Musket Caps. Has
removable cap with nipple pick. Ideal for cleaning fouling from nipple. Not for in-lines. Helps
improve accuracy. Non-toxic solvent formulated especially for cutting muzzleloading propellant
fouling. All brass rectangular tube eliminates problems with tipped or jammed caps. Holds
fifteen 11 caps. Combo bullet starter and ramrod extension that is a must for field loading and
cleaning. Top unscrews with spout. Quiet, non-abrasive, non-glare polymer. Short and long
starter is recessed to fit over most bullets. This loading tip will not damage polymer-tipped
bullets. For easier, more comfortable loading and cleaning. Simple, inexpensive accessory for
easier, more comfortable loading and cleaning. Paramount Pro. Paramount HTR. Accura
X-Treme. Essentials Accessory Outfit Everything you need to get started muzzleloading. Barrel
Blaster Parts Soaker Use to soak breech plugs and nipples, or any other small heavily fouled
parts. Barrel Blaster Quick Clean Patches Cleaning patches that are pre-saturated with Barrel
Blaster Solvent for quick easy cleaning of your barrel at the range or at home. Barrel Blaster
Rust Prevent Spray A liquid rust and corrosion preventative for protecting the metal on your
gun during storage or foul weather. Barrel Blaster Solvent Economy-sized bottle liquid black
powder solvent. Barrel Blaster Solvent Spray Use to wet cleaning patches for swabbing the
barrel or with a parts cleaning brush to remove fouling from gun parts. Barrel Blaster Wonder
Gel learn more. Bolt Spring Bolt Spring learn more. Breech Plug Cleaners 50 pack Flexible
felt-covered wire cleaners reach hard to get to places. Breechplug and Nipple Grease Anti-Seize
grease to prevent breechplug or nipple from seizing up in threads. Bullet Puller Screw head
ramrod attachment for removing lodged projectiles from barrel bore. Carry On Gear Bag High
quality range bag. Cotton Swab. CVA Field Flask 2. CVA Flask 5 oz. CVA Rifle Case 48" learn
more. Deluxe Cleaning Kit Complete gun cleaning kit. Deluxe Range Cleaning Kit 14 piece
premium cleaning kit all packaged in a quality range bag. Double-Ended Parts Cleaning Brush
Allows thorough cleaning of heavily fouled places such as breech plugs, firing pins, frame
surfaces, etc. Field Cleaning Kit 8 piece kit with all the essential cleaning tools, solvents and
lubricants for quick in-the-field muzzleloader cleaning. Firing Pin Firing Pin learn more. Hexhead
Replacement Breechplug Replacement breech plugs are the same reliable designs and quality
that come standard with all CVA rifles. Hollow Point Bullet Starter Comes with separate
attachments to fit most hollowpoints. Hunter Powder Measure Adjustable from Grains learn
more. KnuckleSaver Bullet Starter Special design starting rod eliminates bruised knuckles and
pinched fingers. Lifetime Range Rod Made of solid steel and brass. Magnum Speed Loader.
Musket Nipple Musket Nipple learn more. Nylon Cleaning Brush The perfect follow-up brush to
wire brushes. Palmsaver Knob Palmsaver Knob learn more. Package includes: Ramrod for a 27"
barrel Extended jag for cleaning Palm saver learn more. Paramount Collapsible Ramrod learn
more. Paramount Collapsible Ramrod Molle Pouch learn more. Patch Puller - Universal Caliber
Ramrod attachment for removing patches stuck in barrel bore. Powder Horn Traditional powder
flask for the traditional hunter. Powder Measure Brass measure adjustable up to grains.
Pre-Lubricated Shooting Patches Tight woven and resistant to burning. Quick-Release Breech
Plug for Accura, Optima, and Wolf Stainless steel replacement breech plugs for and newer
break-action models. Ramrod Accessory Kit. Ramrod Accessory Pack. Rapid Loader for.
Replacement Breech Plug for 11 and Musket Caps Replacement breech plugs are the same
reliable designs and quality that come standard with all CVA rifles. Shooting Patches Tight
woven and resistant to burning. Soft Field Carry Bag learn more. Straight Line Capper All brass
rectangular tube eliminates problems with tipped or jammed caps. Synthetic Bullet Starter Basic
synthetic bullet starter. T-Bullet Starter with Ramrod Extension Combo bullet starter and ramrod
extension that is a must for field loading and cleaning. Trophy Bullet Starter Quiet,
non-abrasive, non-glare polymer. Universal Fiberglass Ramrod Flexibility to bend without
breaking. Universal Ramrod Loading Tip This loading tip will not damage polymer-tipped
bullets. Wooden Palm Saver Simple, inexpensive accessory for easier, more comfortable
loading and cleaning. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. Order by:. Available to:. This patch is very
well made fully embroidered with a merrowed edging. It is clean and appears to be unused and
or never attached to something in any way. For being as old as it is. This patch is still in
remarkable condition. As a point of interest. This same patch was obviously modeled after that
same patch found being worn by William Holden on the movie Bridges at Toko-Ri. In that same

film, all that live action filming for the movie was taken aboard the Oriskany. That USS Oriskany
patch, although only partially visible in the example not part of this auction seen directly below
on Mr. Holden's upper right sleeve. Here is Mr. Willaim Holden wearing this same jacket but in
this case That movie version of USS Oriskany patch is visible. This same photograph seen
above can be found in the USS Oriskany cruise book and not included with this auction. So
don't miss out on what has taken me many years of collecting to accumulate! Those other items
I'm currently listing can be seen here! Ramrod accessories kit. Very handy Ramrod accessory
kit for. Also you see a 2 piece breech brush set. All items are from CVA. Thanks for looking and
please check out my other items. HI and AK will incur an additional charge. We only ship items
to the US. All orders with international shipping addresses will be refunded. We do not currently
offer combined shipping discounts at this time. We do not currently allow for local pickup of
items. Please see the Returns tab below for return conditions. All items ship within 5 business
days. We have been a top notch seller on Ebay for nearly 10 years now. The most important
thing our customers should know about us is that our communication skills are second to none.
So rest assured that should you have a question or need an update anytime along the way. You
will always get a response usually within 8 business hours Aside from low prices, We accept
Visa. The cost of shipping indicated above is for shipments made to the continental US only.
But we do not offer combined item shipping discounts or local pickups. You may exchange
defective or damaged items by contacting us within 14 days of delivery. You may return all
other items for a refund within 30 days of the transaction date. This includes defective or
damaged items where the customer does not wish to receive a replacement. No exceptions. All
returns should include a note or other information that clearly indicates who the package is
coming from and what action is being requested. Failure to provide this information could result
in delays. TX Should you have any questions or need any assistance along the way. Please to
send us a message. Pipe cleaners with stiff bristles imbedded in the material for extra heavy
duty cleaning in hard-to-get-to places. You will always get a response usually Cleaning out a
drawer in my gun cabinet and found some spares I don't need a nymore. It is in good working
cond ition. Holds half and full cocked position. There is some light freckling of surface rust that
shoul d clean up easil y. Strong case hardened coloring What you see in the pics is what will be
sent to the winning bidder. More parts listed in my other auctions. I do combine shipping No
reserve, US Sales only. There were in my Dad's stuff- CVA powder flask. Still in original
packages. I'm liquidating his estate, golf equipment, fishing stuff, archery and black powderwill continue into the fall. CVA Hawken 50 Cal muzzle loader black powder. Please don't hesitate
to ask any questions. My photos are part of the description. Click on the photos to enlarge them
for a better view! Thank you for looking! Positive Feedback and a 5 star rating are both very
important to me. This is my business and I strive to make each and every transaction the best
that it can be. Please notify me immediately. I have no control over the cost of shipping an item
especially since rates keep increasing. I charge a small handling fee for packaging materials. I
use as many clean recycled items as I can to keep cost down. Payment is required within After
the 4Th day a non-paying bidder claim will be filed. This is so I can receive my fees back and
re-list the item. Up for auction is misc. Included is a pistol powder flasks, Nipple wrench, 2 sets
of sling swivels, nipples, internal pistol parts and a empty CVA tin. You get everything in the
pictures. A great lot of parts. Free shipping. Part Made from a space-age material that can
literally be bent in a circle without breaking. Thompson Center style brass tips. With threads on
the jag tip. And threads on the seater tip. And you may only be able to push the projectile down
the bore a short distance at a time Before you purchase. Please double check and make sure
this is the correct size rod for your gun. Somtimes guns have had modifications and require a
different size other then the stock size. Such as, barrels cut, aftermarket barrels in varying
lengths installed, rod guides changed, etc. Because this item is shipped in a long narrow box. I
can Payment is only accepted through Pay Pal. No international shipping. Thanks for looking.
Combined shipping- Please use the shopping cart if you can. Then request an invoice. If the
system will not allow you to do this. I will refund overpayments on shipping. Please email me
when you need combined shipping and all items are not listed on one invoice. Combined
shipping discounts are only given on items when shipping charges are applied. CVA
Kentucky??????? Muzzleloading or black powder. These beautiful ramrod ends are made in
Colorado USA. I combine shipping and will send a corrected invoice or refund the excess when
I package your order. Please read the entire description before making your purchase. It might
fit other too. This is a stock Photo. Your item will be the same. Please ask any questions before
you bid or buy. I can be reached at or cell: Payment is expected within 7 days of end of sale.
According to the Post Office. First class mail could take 2 to 5 days. We can not refund
shipping. All we ask is that you return your item in the same condition you received it in, and
you are responsible for return shipping. If you are not happy. Be sure to visit my Ebay Store. Be

sure to visit my Ebay store for more. Be sure to add me to your favorites list! Check out my
other items! By bidding on. And purchasing this product you agree to hold harmless Pat's
Enterprise LLC from any and all claims arising from the use of this product. This listing is for
one trigger assembly. You might get either style trigger in the pictures. They are the same and
will both fit. Here is a trigger for a CVA Staghorn. It might fit others too. These are new old
stock. This is a stock picture. CVA used several different triggers in these inlines. They all
function the same but might not look exactly the same. Neither are we. Please read the complete
description and make sure this lock is the proper size for your gun before making your
purchase. If the dimensions of this lock don't match the dimensions of the lock on your gun.
This lock won't fit your gun. It does not have a fly for double triggers. This lock has an anti rust
agent on it so it's a little sticky. You might not receive the item pictured. Although yours will be
identical to the one pictured. Due to stock variations, slight fitting might be necessary. Payment
is expected within 7 days of end If you are not happy with your item I will cheerfully refund your
purchase price. All we ask is that you return your item in the condition you received it in, and
you are responsible for return shipping. The deal is not complete until you are happy. Sign up
for my email newsletters by adding my eBay Store to your Favorites By bidding on. CVA solid
brass beautifully powder measure with spout is adjustable from 60 to grains in 10 grain
increments for muzzleloading or black powder. This beautiful measure is great for the field
because the quick stops at 10 grain intervals are easy to stop at and the pour spout might help
at bit too. CVA Muzzleloader Banner. Pictures say a 1. NO Oil has been introduced intot he
barrel- only the outside. His prorietary bluing formulation and process delivers a DEEP dark
blue finish that is on par with Colt Python and the likes. Barrel appears virtually if not unfiredno rust pits etc. A blued screw for the inspection port of the firing chamber is included not
shown in photos You will NOT be disappointed in this one. All sales final, payment via PayPal
required within 48 hours of Auction close. By bidding, buyer agrees to Item is for Barrel only as
shown: without sights, barrel rib, under pin hook, etc. Now that that's overwith- Happy Bidding
on this one of a kind! Used brass wedge plates for blackpowder weapons. These will have the a
scratch or two. Nothing bad. See photos. These are being sold seperate,so you dont have to
buy two if you only need one. Please email any questions. For blk powder comes with a muzzle
protector, swag, bullet puller, bronze bruch 50 cal, universal tip adapter, cva made, I have 3 sets
if you want more also more acc, we are a store-mfg has changed the shown packaging, but
comes with all the same items-jsut in different package. CVA Frontier 50 Cal muzzle loader
black powder. Payment is required CVA Colt Navy. This appears to have been well taken care of.
US Sales only Ships Fast This is the barrel for a Connecticut valley arms 50 cal hunter bolt. It is
used but has been stored in a dry place. I don't know much else about it is being sold as is. It
was maid in Spain and has a twist. It measures just a little over 29" and has a place where the
bolt sat in. This is the stock for a Connecticut valley arms 50 cal hunter bolt. I don't know much
else about it, it may fit other models as well. Bolt that once went on a Connecticut valley arms
50 cal hunter bolt. I ship USPS. Posted with. You are looki ng at a CVA Hawken factory stock.
The wood is in excellent condition. No scratches or dings. Case hardened wedge pin for the
barrel. Two screw lock that uses a fly. Brass could stand to be polished. The lock and triggers
function like they should. No international bidders, I do not ship outside the USA. Buyer pays
actual shipping cost. Payment must be made within 48 hours unless other arrangements have
been made. Please ask questions and check out my other actions. This is a muzzle load er part.
I have other spouts listed that are made by Treso and work on this flask. Up to 80 grains will fit.
Thanks for looking and please check out my other ite ms. If your other items are from same
manufacturer. Please contact us with the items you want to combine. If this item qualifies for
International Shipment. Please allow additional 5 days for processing. If you are outside of the
United States. It is your responsibility to know your import tax laws and it will be your
responsibility to pay those taxes. Payment Options- Payment Unpaid auction will be reported to
ebay after 7 days from the date of purchase. We accept Paypal and all major credir card Visa.
Please contact us through ebay. Please contact us and we'll resolve your issue. We aim for five
star service and we want you to be happy with our service. If the item s is damaged in transit.
An exchange will be made or refund issued. We also offer a money-back guarantee on products
returned within 10 days once you receive your product. In order to receive proper credit on your
return. Please contact us to request a Return Authorization Number RA This will allow us to
process your return when it comes back to our warehouse. If the package is refused or returned
without our issuing of an RA or without the RA on it. A restocking fee will be applied. We
reserve all the right to cancel bidder's bid due to the high volume of non paying bidders. Thank
you for shopping with Huntingdime! With direct linkages with. CVA nipple and breech plug
wrench Made from solid steel. Assists in complete take down of CVA in-line rifles. One end has
a large screwdriver type tip. The other end has a slot. The"T" handle is threaded on one end. NO

BOX. Bore not to bad but does have some rust and shallow pitting. Drilled for scope. Email
questions. Shipping Free. Glad to try to answer questions. Glad to combine ship if possible.
Thank you. Works good nice lock. Width is 5 inches. Hammer is bent to clear scope. Shipping 2.
Glad to combine ship. CVA loading kit for. New in package. Alaska,Hawaii, and California is
extra. I can combine shipping. CVA field model flask in very good condition. The end caps can
be unscrewed for loading. Please see pics. Muzzleloading Side Plate. Here we have a nice side
plate assembly for a muzzleoader. Look at the pics and make up your mind. Got a question.
CVA precast round balls. CVA precast. New old stock 25 precast. Made in the USA. These are
heavy and will have to be shipped Priority Mail small flat rate box. CVA Hawken. This barrel is
unfired. Never been mounted on a stock and still in the"White" no bluing or browning. Finish it
however you like. It has a Bolster and hook tang installed. Is drilled and tapped for an under rib
and has been dovetailed for sights and the mounting lug which I have installed. There is some
light freckling of rust here and there but some steel wool will clean it right up. The bore is dusty
but not rusted. Rifling is as it left the factory. Again, it has never been fired or loaded. Looks
much better in hand, this high res camera really brings out every little spot. These are tough to
find in unfired condition. I don't know if they even make them anymore. I was intending to build
a rifle with it but it just never seemed to happen. US shipping only;1? Never been mounted on a
stock, never blued or browned. It has Everything on it. Sights, under rib with barre ls. Mounting
lug and hook tang, bolster and nipple. Ready to drop in your stock and start playing. Or blue or
brown it to finish it out. Bore is clean. Rust free and rifling is sharp. Ships within 24 hours of
clear Payment. US shipping only. CVA Hawken Lock. This is a tough to find 5 inch lock, fits the
stock I have listed but the stock needs a little whittling where the trigger meets the lock to make
it function correctly. Holds both positions great and the spring is strong. Ships Priority Mail
within 24 hours of clear payment. Any questions. You are bidding on a CVA colonial pistol stock
with the lock. Lock screws, tang screw, Trigger guard and trigger. The stock has a crack infront
of the lock that has been repaired and I dont think it will cause any problem. The Lock works
well with a strong main spring. The trigger guard is a brass one that belongs with the gun stock
and it has NOT been polished. These parts came to me in this condition. I beleave they will
make a decent gun when all the parts are put together. Good Luck to all bidders. I only sell in
the USA. New unused. Part number Fits 45 caliber Thompson Center Cherokee, Seneca and
others. These solid brass ramrod ends are made in the same style as the Thompson Center and
CVA style ramrod ends. The jag adaptor end has female threads. The ball seater end has no
threads. The rod installation ends have spriral cut grooves Not threaded to hold more securely.
Works for both calibers even through the label says 45 caliber. They may work on others. But I
leave it up to you to verify compatibility with your particular rifle. There are 2 available. This
auction is for a CVA Muzzle loader kit. I know nothing about these, don't know if it is complete,
the stuff looks unused. Please look at the pics and decide if it would work for you. You are
bidding on a CVA Kentucky pistol 45 caliber black powder. Barrel measures approximately 10"
in length. It has some discoloration on top and bottom, slight rusting on bottom. Rifling in barrel
is quite dirty, needs to be cleaned. Nipple is intact and front sight intact, brass. Lock is case
hardened and in working condition, all parts intact, has screw for trigger adjustment. It is in very
good condition. It also has securement screw to stock. Stock is all wood, has blackish color
ingrained, no screws or hardware. There are no cracks, breaks or chips in wood. There are a
couple of minor dings near front. Wood is quite smooth. Overall condition Please email us with
questions. I will combine shipping. Please check out my other auctions. Plate is brass and is
polished. Accra-Shot Primer Adapter Muzzleloader 6. This replaces conventional percussion
nipples and allows rifle primers to be used with muzzleloaders. Stops misfires and increases
velocity. The thread size is 6. Though some might think this is a modern concept. The idea is
actually quite old. Some of the finer makers of benchrest muzzleloading target rifles in the last
quarter of the 19th century were using similar devices to improve ignition. It also is a handy
alternative to have when percussion caps are hard to find, as they seem to be lately. If you have
Also, check out my other auctions if you have a chance. I will be constantly listing a large
assortment of antique and vintage items such as consumer electronics, sporting goods,
reloading supplies, kitchenware, toys, games, and other items over the next several months.
Much of which, has been recently pulled from our large attic which held the assorted gatherings
of three generations of our family spanning a period from the 's up to the present. Most of this
stuff and there is a ton of it has not seen the light of day in over 40 years. I am constantly
uncovering unique and rare items that I think you will find interesting. Also, remember that I will
combine shipping on your purchases when possible. Thanks for looking and good luck with the
auction. A company known for great muzzleloading products. I buy these in bulk to save you
money. Sold and shipped to the U. I buy my shipping materials and pack your items at no
additional cost to you. I make no money on shipping or handling. I'm in the muzzleloader

business. Combined Shipping: Most of my items include Free U. If you buy more than one of
these items I may combine and upgrade shipping to Priority Mail. If you buy more than one item
that has shipping charges do not pay until I send you an invoice. I will High shipping charges
are one of my pet peeves! A few light scratches, but overall in nice shape This item came from a
michigan estate. Taxes and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges.
These charges are the buyer's responsibility and are collected by the buyers country Please
check with your I am always very willing to solve any problems you may have as long as it is
possible. Shipping cost seems to be a problem with some bidders. Though you need to
understand, I keep cost as low as is possible and that shipping is not free for me, so I have to
charge you to ship the item. Because of the way eBay's feed-back page is designed. Many
buyers are not aware that anything less than a 5-star DSR rating on a transaction lowers a
seller's visibility on eBay and increases their eBay fees. Sellers must maintain a 4. Needs
cleaning. A lock works. Front Rear Sight. Lock works just bag decent used parts. Shipping 5.
CVA 50 Cal. It has been used. But it still works. Be glad to combine shipping. Will try to answer
all questions. Hawken BP Stock,Used. Hawken BP Stock. It does have handling marks,but no
cracks or chips. Just a good used solid stock. Hawken BP Tang and Wedge. Shipping Free in
the U. Hawken BP Front Sight. Hawken BP Rear Sight. Carbine Frontier Hunter???? Carbine
Frontier Hunter? Hawken BP Guard,Used. Hawken BP Guard. Hawken BP Nose Cap. Hawken BP
Side Plates. Hawken BP Butt Plate. Has the short top. Hawken BP Dubble Unit. Hawken BP
Lock,Used. Hawken BP Lock. This lock is 5 inches long and 1 inch wide. Body length not
counting spout. On Apr at PDT. Seller added the following information:. So rest assured that
should you have a question or need an update anytime along the You will always get a response
usually within 8 business hours Aside from low prices, this is what really separates us from the
rest. Unused, CVA Trophy adjustable black powder measure. Manufacturers Part AC The
plunger is graduated in 10 grain increments. Measures loads ranging from grains Non-spill
swivel spout automatically levels the powder charge upon closing. Solid Brass. Drilled for
lanyard attachment. A must for safe accurate shooting. Payment is only accepted through Pay
pal. Holds 5 oz of black powder or black powder substitute. Solid brass- End caps unscrew for
easy refilling. Due to the lack of clearance with the valve spring mechanism. Treso spouts that
are 80 grains and larger will not fit this flask. A advertises this item as having a 30 grain spout.
The spout actually measures a 25 grain charge. Combined shipping Retriever Muzzleloader
Riflng Cleaning Tool for. NEF Unique. Precision tool cleans rifling grooves inside your barrel.
Retrieves powder, lead, and plastic residue standard cleaning leaves behind. New in original
packaging. I'm in the muzzleloader business! If you buy more than one of these items different
listings I may combine and upgrade shipping to Priority. If you buy more than one item different
listings that have shipping charges do not pay until I send you an invoice. I will combine and
ship the cheapest and fastest That accumulates after shooting. Large brush cleans breech area
while small brush cleans breech plugs. Shipping Policy- We do offer a combine shipping
discount on a case by case basis. With direct linkages with over With direct linkage. Easy and
safe loading. All brass construction. Holds 5 oz. Payment Options With direct li. CVA black
powder pistol kit. No reserve. It is possibly a kit barrel. There is some bluing wear on the edges.
The bore is bright and shiny. No international bidders. I do not ship outside the USA. Estate
found. Black powder 44 barrel cylinder assembly made in Italy. Black powder 44 trigger grip
assembly work. Extremely rare multi tool made by CVA. This will be the only one on ebay. I want
to keep it in my collection, but if it sells for what I'm asking, then I guess I will let it go. NO
returns. Check out my other auctions. Good stuff for sale. This is a parts. For parts only auction.
Buy it now! Also fits CVA Jukar style pistols. If they are the type that takes two screws. Either
pistol or rifle. Look at the pictures carefully. You get what is in the pictures. Except that the third
picture is to show where this item is to be mounted on either a rifle or pistol. You know the
auction will close for similar money anyway. Buy my listings and you can quit wasting your
time! Please note that at any given time I have various barrels and stocks listed. No two of them
are the same! There is only limited interchangeability between If you are trying to match a
specific barrel or stock together please email us to help with the matching process! Check out
the pics you can pretty much see what you are getting. This sale is for either the stock and lock
assembly or the barrel assembly with the various furniture shown in the pictures only. If it isn't
in the pic. What to set your favorite Smoke pole up like a new one? This is your chance! While
this is not from an ancient muzzle loader it is a very desirable one. I have an ebay store and
have other gun parts. If you buy multiple items I will cut the shipping in half for the second item.
As with any parts for a firearm you would need a competent gunsmith to certify your parts and
your loading etc before use. Will ship to the lower 48 states only. No exporting. No returns. You
can pretty much see what I can see on this. E-bay notes. E-bay will not allow you to list a
complete gun even if you split it into separate listings. Therefore I purposely don't sell the

wedges or the ramrods. Vintage 45 Cal. Will need cleaned and Buffed to your desires. Thanks
for viewing my items. Low Starting Bid with No Reserve. View the photo's Provided. Also Has its
Ramrod and Mounting Screw. Used Working Condition. Made with in Austin, TX. CVA Breech
Plug CleanerS Pipe cleaners with stiff bristles imbedded in the material for extra heavy duty
cleaning in hard-to-get-to places. CVA Trophy adjustable Powder Measure 60 to grains,
Muzzleloading With Spout CVA solid brass beautifully powder measure with spout is adjustable
from 60 to grains in 10 grain increments for muzzleloading or black powder. Muzzleloading Side
Plate Here we have a nice side plate assembly for a muzzleoader. Barrel liners: muzzle loading
rifle bore liners 3. Muzzle loading pistol barrels 3. Muzzle loading rifle barrels, by Green
Mountain Muzzle loading rifle barrels, by Rice Barrel Company Muzzle loading rifle barrels,
straight octagon Muzzle loading rifle barrels: swamped octagon 9. Muzzle loading rifle barrels:
tapered octagon 4. Muzzle loading smoothbore barrels for: fowlers, fusils, and trade guns Flint
style, straight tang breech plugs 9. English fowling gun buttplates 3. Jaeger, Germanic hunting
rifle buttplates 2. Late, slim, curved American longrifle buttplates Maryland longrifle buttplates:
John Armstrong 3. Military musket buttplates: Brown Bess Muskets, Charleville 1. North West
Trade Guns buttplate 4. Pennsylvania, Bedford County longrifle buttplates 3. Pennsylvania,
Bucks County longrifle buttplates: Andrew Verner 2. Pennsylvania, Christians' Spring
transitional rifle: Edward Marshall 2. Pennsylvania, Lancaster County longrifle buttplates
Pennsylvania, Lancaster County longrifle buttplates: Jacob Dickert Beck Pennsylvania, Snyder
County longrifle buttplates: Joseph Long 2. Pennsylvania, York County longrifle buttplates
Leman Flash Guards, for flint locks Inlays: scrolls, escutcheons, shields Inlays: stars, moons,
diamonds Chisels for inletting, by Solingen Chisels for inletting, forged in the U. Wire inlay, fine
silver 1. Tacks Locks: Flint, for pistols 5. Locks: Flint, for muskets Locks: Flint, for rifles Locks:
Flint, kit, for gunmakers 3. Colonial American syle, flint, right hand lock, by R. Davis 2. Queen
Anne pistol, flint, right hand lock, by Jim Chambers 1. French Tulle Fusil-de-Chasse, flint, right
hand lock 2. Early Ketland, flint, right hand lock, by Jim Chambers 2. John Twigg - London, flint,
right hand lock, by R. Davis 1. Germanic Jaeger, flint, right hand locks 3. Deluxe Siler, flint, right
hand lock, by Jim Chambers 1. Golden Age era, flint, right hand lock, by Jim Chambers 1. Siler
locks - Upgrade and Custom parts 3. Classic Ketland, flint, right hand lock, by Jim Chambers 1.
Late Ketland, flint, right hand lock, by R. Reconversion Castings for Flintlocks 2. Locks:
Percussion, for rifles Enfield, for rifled musket, by East India Company 1. Germanic Jaeger,
percussion conversion, right hand lock, by R. Davis Co. Golden Age era, percussion
conversion, right hand lock, by Jim Chambers 1. Siler locks - upgrade and custom parts 3. Late
Ketland, percussion conversion, right hand lock, by R. Ohio - engraved squirrel, percussion,
right hand lock, by R. Ohio - Goulcher, percussion, right hand lock, by R. Schuetzen Blickensdorfer percussion, right hand lock, by R. Davis Company 2. Reconversion castings for
flint locks 1. Locks: for Thompson Center 4. Muzzle Caps, brass, iron, or nickel silver Pewter, for
casting pewter forend cap 1. Flash Cups, for percussion nipples 4. Flush Nipples, for flint or
percussion 8. Nipples Nipple Wrenches 7. Powder Drums, Powder Drum Installation Tool 1.
Taps, for cutting internal threads Federal Period, patchbox kits for longrifles Military, patchbox
kits for rifles 4. Ramrod Pipes, for Pistols 4. Ramrods, finished to fit popular rifles Ramrods, for
military arms 2. Ramrods, unfinished, or with tip installed Ramrods, for target rifles 6. Ramrod
Pullers 1. Ball Pullers, steel screws with brass collars Fouling Scrapers Jags, jagged tips with
button head, for small rods Jags, jagged tips for cleaning patches Ramrod Guides, bore
protectors 3. Ramrod Tips Ramrod Tip with Covered Worm, antique style tapered screw with
brass base and cap Worms: corkscrew patch pullers 9. Tang Bolts, unplated steel Left Hand
Gun sideplates: North West Trade Gun sideplates: Serpent sideplates 2. Pistol sideplates: Trade
Rifle sideplates: H. Leman, J. Front Sights, blade Front Sights, globe Chisel for Forming Raised
Dovetails for rear sights 1. Rear Sights, buckhorn 6. Rear Sights, cartridge rifle 8. Rear Sights,
long Hawken 2. Rear Sights, primitive Rear Sights, semi-buckhorn Rear Sights, screw
adjustable 8. Left Hand Stocks 7. Maryland Longrifle Stocks: John Armstrong 2. Pistols Stocks:
Kentucky, Hawken, Dueling 6. Leman Trade Rifle Plains rifle style, toeplates Double set, Hawken
rifle style triggers 4. Single set triggers 3. English fowling gun triggerguards 4. Golden Age,
medium width, triggerguards for American longrifles 5. Jaeger, Germanic hunting rifle
triggerguards Late, slim triggerguards for American longrifles 4. Maryland longrifle
triggerguards: John Armstrong
bose mixer
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3. Military musket triggerguards: Brown Bess, Charleville 1. North West Trade Gun
triggerguards 2. Pennsylvania, Bedford County longrifle triggerguards 7. Pennsylvania, Bucks

County triggerguards for longrifles: Andrew Verner 3. Pennsylvania, Christians' Spring longrifle
triggerguards:Edward Marshall 4. Pennsylvania, Lancaster County longrifle triggerguards
Pennsylvania, Lancaster County longrifle triggerguards: Jacob Dickert 4. Pennsylvania, Snyder
County longrifle triggerguards: Joseph Long 1. Virginia triggerguards for longrifles 2. Pistor
Jeager Rifle 1. Dixie Tennessee Mountain Rifle discontinued, no factory parts or support 2.
Ithaca Hawken Rifle discontinued, warranty void, no factory parts or support 5. Jonathan
Browning Mountain Rifle discontinued, warranty void, no factory parts or support 1. Sharon
Hawken Rifle discontinued, warranty void, no factory parts or support 5. Thompson Center
discontinued models, no factory parts or support Continue shopping Track of the Wolf, Inc.

